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FERVIN ⎯ In the wine there are imprints of our work and place 

ESTATE  

The FERVIN Estate is a family estate located in the heart of the Vipava Valley. Center of the estate 

is a cellar located in the village of Vrtovin. In the nearby area, our vineyards are spread over 3 

hectares of exceptional locations. 

HISTORY 

Despite the fact that the estate has been owned by our ancestors since at least 1866, we consider 

the year 2018 to be the new beginning and founding year of the FERVIN Estate. At that time, the 

Ferjančič family took over the estate and redefined the direction of its work. The estate is focused 

on producing modern, high quality wines with imprints of our work and place. 

FERVIN 

The name FERVIN derives from two factors that are most important for quality and characteristics 

of the wines. It consists of the surname FERJANČIČ, which represents the people who produce 

wines, and village VRTOVIN, which represents place where the cellar and vineyards are located. 

On the logo it shows the grape seeds that point to a new beginning while at the same time symbolize 

our values. The positioning of the seeds represents our basic idea- In wine there are imprints of our 

work (FERJANČIČ) and place (VRTOVIN).  

FERJANČIČ FAMILY  

Human with his work has the key impact on the quality and characteristics of wine. But a good team 

is required to succeed. The FERVIN team consists of Matjaž and Mavricija and their sons Matic 

and Mark Ferjančič. The cooperation of both generations enables the successful combination of 

new knowledge, fresh ideas and years of experiences and this is the way to ensure the successful 

accomplishment of upcoming projects. 

VIPAVA VALLEY 

Vipava valley lies in the west of Slovenia and with its warm sub-Mediterranean climate and flysch 

soil creates the ideal conditions for growing vines. These places are also characterized by the 

Vipava’s wind Burja, which adds to the wines its own imprints. 
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VRTOVIN  

Under the slope of Kucelj mountain is the Vrtovin village. Here, on the sunny side of the Vipava 

Valley lies the exceptional vineyards. Vrtovin with its vineyards has a key impact on the quality and 

character of our wines. 

SPARKLING WINES FERVIN 

FERVIN sparkling wines, produced according to the classic method, are elegant but characterful 

and complex at the same time. They are made with the thought that you can feel the imprints of 

our work and place in them, and the most importantly to enjoy them anytime of the day. 

WINES FERVIN  

Fresh, elegant, vertical and harmonious. The FERVIN wines selected with three selections are 

intended to be paired with food as well as to be enjoyed on their own. A true imprint of our work 

and place. 

FM WINES 

The FM WINES (FM VINA) brand combines the simpler wines of the FERVIN estate. Extremely 

fresh, fruity and youthful wines with a lighter body and lively aromas. Easy drinking wines, intended 

for carefree enjoyment. 

VISIT US 

The imprints of our work and place in the wine you feel the most when you visit us and discover 

where and how the wine was made. We invite you to visit us. 

CONTACT 

Posestvo FERVIN, Vrtovin 29.a, 5262 Črniče, Slovenia, EU  

info@fervin.si 

www.fervin.si 

+386 41 562 237 (Matic) 

+386 41 708 093 (Matjaž) 

+386 31 732 416 (Mark) 


